Mock Resolution to Create New Ice Cream Flavors

WHEREAS, the Residence Hall Association (RHA) is the representative body for all students who live on campus, and

WHEREAS, the vast majority of on-campus students are required to buy meal plans, and

WHEREAS, these on-campus students’ meal plan needs are represented by Dining Services Advisory Board (DSAB), and...

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that DSAB will form a focus group that will meet once a month to create new ice cream flavors, and

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that this committee’s recommendations will be approved by a representative of Dining Services, and

BE IT FINALLY RESOLVED that all approved flavors will be sold in the dining halls and that popular flavors will be considered for a permanent place behind the counter.
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The “whereas” section gives justification for the resolution, which includes RHA’s jurisdiction, how that jurisdiction covers the area the resolution deals with, and why the issue in the resolution needs to be changed or fixed, as well as any other reasoning or background information the author wants to include.

Conclusions of the resolution are provided here. This describes
• The actions that will take place
• Who will be involved in these actions
• Conditions for the actions